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Baba has entered the corporeal  form and become like all  his  children in

order to give them the return of their love and remembrance. BapDada is

always loving and obedient to his children. When children call, Baba comes

and takes a similar form.

All  the  children have  love for  Baba also.  When they come running  from

distant lands to stay in Madhuban, they are giving proof of their love. So you

have love for Baba and he has love for you. His constant desire for all the

children is that they should become equal, that is to say like Baba. In the

same way that Baba show his love by becoming corporeal, you must show

your love by becoming subtle and angelic like Baba. Imbibe Baba’s virtues

and become a master of all his qualities. This is called giving the return of

love.

Today BapDada was watching the game of his loving children. In the early

hours of nectar, when all souls are able to fly like birds, faster even than

rockets,  faster  than  the  speed  of  sound,  all  arrived  at  their  places  of

departure. Just as aircraft arrive at airports, you souls were arriving at your

spiritual airports. All were aiming for the same destination and had the same

set of instructions. The aim was to fly, the instruction was to depart in one

second, and the destination was to achieve equality with Baba.

But what happened?.....



When the aircraft constructed by scientists are being prepared for take-off,

the equipment is first checked and then supplies are loaded: food, oxygen,

fuel, etc. Only then will the aircraft take off. In the same way, the “spiritual

aircraft”,  that is the Brahmin souls, arrived at their point  of departure,  but

disregarding their instruction to fly in one second, spent time in checking.

Some were checking to ensure that “I am a soul, not a body”, and others

were  in  the  second stage of  refuelling  themselves:  occupied  in  churning

knowledge  and  filling  themselves  with  all  powers.  There  was  the  pure

thought  that  “I  am  the  master  embodiment  of  knowledge,  the  master

almighty authority”, but they did not take on these forms. Very few were able

to follow their instructions to take off within one second, and fly to the subtle

regions or to the soul world.

Just as Baba is able to come and go in one second, so too can Brahmin

souls, the mahatmas (great souls). When you desire, be a karma yogi. When

you desire, be a resident of the soul world. When you desire, be a resident of

the subtle regions. The choice is yours. At this time you are master of the

three worlds. A master can return home whenever he chooses.

The thought of some children reaches Baba..”Baba is totally free from the

bondage of the body, whilst we still have bondage of the body and of karma

accounts!”.  However,  Baba asks a question:  have you not yet renounced

everything including your body? This is the first promise of all children, that

“body, mind, and wealth are all yours and not mine”. If it  is mine and not

yours then how can there be this bondage? BapDada has merely given this

on loan. You are trustees for this and not the owners. If there has been a



living death and rebirth, the account of 83 births is closed, and the new 84th

birth is taken. This birth can be compared with no other. In this divine birth

there is no bondage, only relationship. This is not a birth of karma bondage,

but of karma yoga. In this divine spiritual birth, the brahmin soul is free and

independent. Only when you change “yours” to “mine” do you fall back into

dependance  and  bondage  again.  How  is  the  first  sanskar  created?  By

remaining free, independent, and in the consciousness that this body is only

taken on loan. in this way you can fly in one second.

You have given the promise that “wherever you sit me, there I will remain;

whatever  you ask of me will  be done”.  So are you a soul  in bondage of

karma accounts,  or  a  soul  who is  in  bondage of  Baba? Baba has given

directions that action must be performed, but there should be the feeling that

it is the lord and master who is inspiring us to move. You are moving, but

only through his inspiration. This was the special dharna (imbibing) of your

Mama, Saraswati. The soul moves only on the strength of srimat (supreme

directions). It was on the basis of this that she gained top place. So follow

the father and the mother.

What happens is that you yourselves emerge a net of waste thoughts: “this

is the settling of karma accounts”; “this is the bondage of sanskars”. Having

spread this net,  you become entangled in it,  and then call  out “free me”.

Baba replies:  “you  are  already  free  -  let  go  of  the  net  and  you will  find

yourself liberated”.

The body has been renounced, there has been the living death. The body

remains now only for the service of the world. Baba is filling power in these



old bodies now and takes up responsibility for their functioning. When this is

rightly Baba’s responsibility why do you take all the burden upon yourself?

Although  you  are  not  able  to  fulfil  this  responsibility,  still  you  are  not

prepared  to  renounce  it!  So  now  renounce  this  responsibility,  that  is,

renounce the consciousness of “my”. Conquer Maya in this way and you will

be able to conquer matter, to utilise matter without coming into its bondage.

Only the one who conquers matter can become the conqueror of the world.

Then the instruction to remain stable in the bodiless stage can be carried out

instantly and with great ease.

So Baba was watching the game of the children very cleverly transforming

“yours” into “mine”. Maya, in its royal form, casts a spell over the soul, and

the soul itself  remains totally unaware of what is happening. Now liberate

yourself from the numerous bonds and come into the relationship of the one

Baba, and in this way you will  remain ever-ready for takeoff. The thought

emerges,  and  instantly  you  become  bodiless.  Rehearse  this,  especially

when  you  are  busy.  Stay  in  the  consciousness  that  you  are  a  trustee,

liberated from bondage.

Achcha, to such souls who remain constantly free from bondage, and who

like Baba utilise matter when they choose to, who are conquerors of matter,

trustees of thoughts and sanskars, who are beyond consciousness of the

body....  to  such  world  benefactors,  BapDada’s  love,  remembrance  and

namaste.

* * * O M S H A N T I * * *


